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PSPFtp : A command Line Ftp client on your PSP (v1.0)

Hi All,

PSPFtp is a simple command line FTP software to communicate with a FTP server on your PSP.
It's based on the work of PSPPet and PSPKrazy and it has been developped by LiQuiD8d nearly a year ago (see here
for details and earlier versions).

I've worked a little bit on it, and here is the change log :

- Port to new SDK
- Fix DHCP issue (work fine on 1.5FW now !)

A binary version for 1.5FW and sources are included in this zip archive :
pspftp-v1.0.zip

  Enjoy,

               Zx.

 Posted by zx-81 in FTP Client at 20:27

really nice 
great job....oh...and you are the man

XazZ
    XazZ on Aug  6 2006, 20:51

Thanks XazZ 

Zx
    zx-81 on Aug  6 2006, 22:37

Awesome, thanks
    wadisnake on Aug  7 2006, 03:51

My PSP is 2.6 version. But this simulator cannot work...............it said the file is corrupted.........why????
    BoBo on Aug 11 2006, 20:45

Would you ever wrap a GUI around this ZX-81? 
    mtx on Sep 20 2007, 22:40

is this hard to port to 3.xx..
it is strongly needed..
    d.blackskull on Apr  3 2008, 21:33

Can you please port it to 4.XX . I allready tryed to do my self but I didn't got it work...Had never written a program for PSP in C.
Would bee realy nice if you do so.
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    Blutelf on Jul 30 2008, 16:46

ZX, Thanks from myself and our community for all your homebrew applications that you have produced/ported. I myself am not a
programmer just a Moder, but I would like to know how hard this would be to update to a newer kernel? I use this application on my
Phat PSP but I rarely carry that around. Do you think you will ever update this piece of code?

Thanks,
L0rdnic0
PSP Slim Moder
    l0rdnic0 on Jul 31 2008, 05:20

Hi,

The source code is pretty old, and many part has to be rewritten to work with fw3x (mainly network stuff). Btw if i begin to modify this
app, i will try to add another User Interface (to use danzeff / IR keyboard etc ...),

Cheers,           Zx
    zx-81 on Jul 31 2008, 08:34

Well If I can help spark intrest in the re-coding of this application I would be glad to do two things! Donate to you and your site (paypal
standing by) and beta test. You just say the word. you have my email address hit me up if your would like to work out any details.

Again, Thank you in advance.
Nico
    l0rdnic0 on Aug  1 2008, 03:26

That was inspiring,

Some interesting advice, a great way to communicate with a FTP server on your PSP.

Thanks for writing about it
    software development company on Oct 26 2009, 10:49
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